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Editors’ Note
With this edition of the NET, we are reminded of Felipe Garcia’s article about
“hellos” and “good-byes” recently published in the Transactional Analysis Journal.
Here, we offer fond memories of treasured TA friends Barbara LittleHorse, Emily
Ruppert, and Willard Thomas. Also, we say hello – to new training, new council
members, the first TAAP, and fresh insights.

“TAP, TAP, TAP”: First “Advanced” TAP
by Emily Keller
So far this year, 12 people have become TAPs. In May, and on the other hand, there is a basic intuitiveness to the
the council approved the requirements for an advanced
theory that allows for clients to become partners in the
proficiency level: the TAAP. USATAA announces that
therapeutic process.”
since firming up requirements, Michael Harsh, a counselor
Transactional analysts, in each of the four fields,
in Omaha, NE, has received the first TAAP certificate.
experience again and again the power of TA. Perhaps, this
new system will help stir up interest, maybe even
What does this mean?
excitement, for this theory.
USATAA developed a path toward earning a
“Our TAP program is bringing TA to new generations,”
certificate as a transactional analyst in the United States. It
said
Mary Westphal, Acting General Coordinator of
is a three-tiered path beginning with Transactional Analysis
USATAA.
“This is the legacy of Denton Roberts, Barbara
Practitioner (TAP), followed by the Transactional Analysis
LittleHorse
and
others whose service on the USATAA
Advanced Practitioner (TAAP), and leading to the
education
committee
created and presented the first
Transactional Analysis Practitioner Instructor (TAPI). This
programs that have now developed into the TAP we have
path is a stand-alone one, yet if planned for, can also lead
toward becoming a Certified Transactional Analyst (CTA) today.”
through the International Transactional Analysis
When asked about why he chose to work toward the
Association (ITAA). Either way, what it offers to people
TAAP, Harsh said, “From my first encounter with TA, I
everywhere using TA is identity and a sense of belonging to wanted to practice TA therapy. To me, the best way to
the TA community.
learn TA is to follow in the path of excellent, experienced
therapists, learn from them, and then put my own spin on it
Harsh travels to train with Vann Joines in Louisville,
as well.”
KY. He first learned about TA during his graduate
coursework in the late 1990s. Of his attraction to TA,
If you are interested in learning more about becoming a
Harsh says, “On the one hand, TA is very complicated and TAP, don’t hesitate to contact: Kim McClelland,
allows us to look at the richness of being human – our
Coordinator of Programs for USATAA. We look forward
thoughts, feelings, and behaviors –
to seeing your spin on the established theory.

“From my first encounter with TA, I wanted to practice TA therapy. To me,
the best way to learn TA is to follow in the path of excellent, experienced
therapists, learn from them, and then put my own spin on it as well.”
— Michael Harsh, First Transactional Analysis Advanced Practitioner
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WELCOME Robert L. Hempel: Midwest REGION Rep
The USATAA coordinating council
welcomes Robert L. Hempel, M.Th.,
as Midwest Regional Representative
for USATAA members from Ohio,
Michigan, Indiana, Kentucky,
Wisconsin, Illinois, Minnesota,
Iowa, Missouri, North Dakota,
South Dakota, Nebraska, and Kansas.
Hempel lives in La Grange Park, IL, a Chicago
suburb. He has served as a minister in California,
Montana, Iowa, and Illinois. It was during a church
meeting at Asilomar State Park in Monterey, CA, that
Dave Kupfer and Bob Goulding introduced Bob to
transactional analysis. That was 1966.
“I learned more in a few hours than in all my psych
courses in college and graduate school combined,” Bob
said.
Bob continued to learn about TA. He joined

friend Denton Roberts in TA seminars in Berkeley and San
Francisco; Denton eventually sponsored him in TA. In 1974,
he spent a month training with Bob and Mary Goulding at the
Western Institute for Group and Family Therapy. In addition,
he attended two one-week workshops with the Gouldings. He
has also studied with Muriel James, as well as with Morris and
Natalie Haimowitz.
In 2008, Bob gave a presentation on “Racism: Premature
Judgment” (a study using the lens of TA and the Bible) at a
church meeting. In the past, he has presented papers on
“Berne’s Cowboy Therapist” and “A Journey Through Heart
Surgery” at TA conferences.
Health issues and other circumstances have delayed Bob’s
involvement in TA. His interests are social justice and script
“pot holes” — information that silently escapes awareness.
Besides TA, he is an avid user of his Apple devices:
computer, iPad, and iPhone. Bob lives with his wife, two adult
sons, and a dog.

USATAA congratulates the following people on earning their TAP: Eric Baker (Louisville, KY), Robert Hall
(Tucson, AZ), Leslie Howell (Tucson, AZ), Jessikah Kollatou (Cypress, CA), Stephanie Marsh (Cardiff, CA), J. Kelly
O’Connor (Tucson, AZ), Charlotte Pepper (Tucson, AZ), John Prohaska (Tucson, AZ), Vessa Rinehart-Phillips (San
Diego, CA), David Roberti (Los Angeles, CA), Christina Sandoval (Encinitas, CA).

USATAA is for YOU!

2012 USATAA Regions & Coordinators

If you have not yet renewed your membership for 2012,
please do so at www.usataa.org or by sending your dues
($35 per year) to
USATAA
c/o Janel Quintos
7881 Church Street, Suite F, Gilroy, CA 95020.

Northeast Region
Tom Nissley, northeast-rep@usataa.org

The United States of America Transactional Analysis
Association (USATAA) is the association for the practice
of Transactional Analysis in the United States. USATAA
publishes the USATAA-NET four times a year.
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Emily Keller, Co-Editor
Dianne Maki, Co-Editor
Mail: 7881 Church Street, Suite F,
Gilroy, CA 95020.
Email: coordinator@usataa.org
Advertising Rates
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Maine, Vermont, New Hampshire, Massachusetts, Rhode
Island, New York, Pennsylvania, Connecticut, New Jersey,
Delaware, Maryland, West Virginia, Canada

Southeast Region - NEW
Kathy Sherrod, southeast-rep@usataa.org
Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Florida,
Tennessee, Alabama, Mississippi, Arkansas. Louisiana, foreign
countries other than Canada

Midwest Region - NEW
Robert L. Hempel, midwest-rep@usataa.org
Ohio, Michigan, Indiana, Kentucky, Wisconsin, Illinois,
Minnesota, Iowa, Missouri, North Dakota, South Dakota,
Nebraska, Kansas

Southwest Region - NEW
Chuck Holland, southwest-rep@usataa.org
Oklahoma, Texas

Rocky Mountain Region
Janet Lee O’Connor, rocky-mountain-rep@usataa.org
Montana, Wyoming, Idaho, Colorado, Utah,
New Mexico, Arizona

Pacific Region
Catherine O’Brien, pacific-rep@usataa.org
Washington, Oregon, Nevada, California, Alaska, Hawaii
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Emily Hunter Ruppert Remembered
Our beloved Emily died peacefully at home on Plum Island
yesterday afternoon. Three of us sat with her, and I held her
hand as she slipped away. I’m aware of profound sadness
for our loss, but also joy in knowing that she lives on in
each of us and what we have learned from her. Emily loved
the old spiritual “Swing Low Sweet Chariot”:
I looked over Jordan and what did I see
Comin’ for to carry me home?
A band of angels comin’ after me,
Comin’ for to carry me home.
— Fern Ganley, July 25, 2012

I first saw Emily at a national counselors’ convention
where they showed a movie — this was before video — of
her talking about the usefulness of TA. She was a young
gorgeous blonde and I was very impressed with her theory
presentation
My second favorite part of Emily was her “take charge
nature,” which can be positive or negative, depending on
your take on it. My most favorite part was her sense of
humor and vociferous laugh. I will miss her joyous, loving,
smart and playful being.
— Felipe Garcia
Emily sponsored both Ian Stewart and
Yes, she loved “Sweet Chariot”, and I’ll
myself for TSTA in 1984. We started a
always remember the song that seemed to
special Emily group in England so she
typify her personality and spirit: “Hannah,
could come over two or three times a
the Vamp of Savannah!” Happy Trails
year to supervise us. The group
dear Emily, may you now be cradled in the
became an intense development group;
arms of the Goddess!
— Pamela Levin
it still meets twice a year though Emily
Emily studied with us in Evanston for
stopped leading it about 10 years ago.
several years, and invited me to St. Louis
In the evenings after the group, we
many times to work with her clients. The
would
play charades (Emily loved to be
Emily Hunter Ruppert
last time I saw her work was in Jamaica to
dramatic)
and sing songs for every
see that she had created a whole different
letter of the alphabet (Emily sang with enthusiasm and
way of intervening. Instead of telling the client what the
gusto and nobody cared if she was out of tune.) She taught
client felt, Emily told the client what Emily felt, with
wonderful results. I will miss her.
— Morris Haimowitz us so much about group process and also how to live with
zest, hearty laughter, fun, and adventure! Her ideas about
Emily trained with Morrie and Natalie Haimowitz and
child development and personality adaptations (Rebels and
became a Teaching Member in the 1970s. She was a
Sweethearts) are still part of the curriculum at The Berne
wonderful psychotherapist who particularly liked working
Institute, so her influence lives on.
with groups. She was very good at inviting people to be
— Adrienne Lee
interested in what TA had to offer.
We had many great times with Emily, delighting in her joy
I remember seeing her at an ITAA conference, swishing
in life, and her vivacity. She was a master therapist, who
down the hall, a tall gorgeous woman with a fabulous air of
had great influence, not through writing particularly, but
self-assurance. Later, we were both on the ITAA board.
through her personal communication.
— Curtis Steele
Emily was one of the leaders in creating the Gathering
Emily and I met when we ran against each other for VP of
way of meeting. At the Jamaica Gatherings, she always
ITAA. She was so warm and welcoming, we became great
agreed to lead one of the morning meetings and every
friends. Her skill and intuition were extraordinary. When
afternoon she could be found relaxing at the beach or
in her twenties, she had been recognized for the remarkable
playing in the ocean or river. Emily loved the evening
work she did with groups, and she kept on getting better.
parties and the chance to dance on the beach. When we
— Nancy Porter-Steele
created the TA module program for our Jamaican friends,
I keep very fond memories of Emily. She was one of my
Emily volunteered to be one of the instructors.
TSTA examiners in 1981 in Oaxtepec, México, on the
I think what drew people to Emily was her confidence,
theory board. We were always happy to meet each other at
her inquisitive mind, her enthusiasm, and her playful spirit.
conferences. She was there when I attended the USATAA
I miss her presence and will always love remembering her.
gathering in Jamaica several years ago. I will pray for her
— Valerie Chang soul.
— Gloria Noriega Gayol
Emily and I were great friends and I spent many happy
A memorial celebration for Emily is planned for November
times in her condo in Boston and her beautiful “Sea Cloud” 10, 2:00 pm, at the First Religious Society (Unitarian
on Plum Island.
Universalist), 26 Pleasant Street, Newburyport, MA.
Contact Fern Ganley, fernly@comcast.net.
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"Aha!" The Introvert Epiphany and More
by Valerie Lankford
For years, I was aware of the
personality types introvert and
extrovert, but I did not focus on these
differences among the clients in my
private practice. Now I do! The results
have been eye-opening.
What changed? Well, within the
last year, I happened upon a book by Marti Olsen Laney,
Psy.D., titled The Introvert Advantage: How to Thrive in an
Extrovert World. Although it was published nearly a
decade ago, I had not heard others speak of it. The picture
on the cover is of an eggshell cracked open with the words,
“Making the Most of Your Hidden Strengths.” I skimmed it
and began lending out my copy, then started buying more
copies to lend. Introverts in my practice came back to me
sharing their “Aha!” experiences from reading it, saying
things such as “I felt like it was being written about me,” or
“I saw myself in so many pages of that book!” I had never
heard such Free Child ego state exclamations from these
folks. They continued to express being validated,
understood, and appreciated, rather than feeling ashamed or
inadequate for needing more down time between social
encounters than many of their friends or family.
As an extrovert on the extreme end of the scale, I was
so very excited by my clients’ reaction that, in many cases, I
began incorporating an introvert/extrovert “Quickie Quiz”
and self-assessment from the book as part of my intake
process. These tools complemented my TA materials,
which include the Script Checklist, the Transactional
Checklist, and Houck’s Injunction Inventory.
I sometimes emphasize that understanding our spouse’s
or other family members’ introversion, in particular, can
help strengthen our relationships. For instance, an
extroverted client realized that he, as an only child, had
been raised by two introverted parents, who did not teach
him social skills or provide many opportunities for
socializing. He is now catching up, learning these skills and
gaining confidence with his peers. In addition, he is no
longer blaming himself for the social mistakes he has made,
and he has become more comfortable accepting his parents’
strengths and weaknesses. As Eric Berne theorized, people
often play psychological games when their needs are not
being met. In this case, my client was able to stop playing
the Victim role and has begun to “get on with it.”
Understanding the typical feelings of introverts can also
help clients reduce stress in the workplace. For example,
one client spent several sessions telling me about his selfconsciousness and feelings of inadequacy. Then I
introduced The Introvert Advantage, and gradually, he
became more confident with his own introverted style. He

began focusing on his ability to listen attentively, ask
thought-provoking questions, and encourage others to “do it
their own way, not necessarily his way.” Over time, he
stopped discounting what people were telling him and
genuinely believed the praise he received from colleagues,
actually took in the strokes, and grew into a well-respected
leader. Now he’s being identified for a promotion. Several
other introverts in my practice are actually surprising me
with how much positive recognition they’ve been getting at
work, now that they’ve embraced their strengths.
Focusing on introverts and extroverts has brought
insights to my personal life as well. I have been married for
many years to an introvert. Our son is an introvert and is
publishing his second book as a young professor. Our
daughter is more in the middle of the introvert/extrovert
scale. She has participated in several week-long silent
retreats at a site that offers hiking opportunities and nightly
lectures without verbal participation from the audience. All
three of these family members are terrific editors for my
writing! They offer wonderful, relevant questions and are
good listeners. Also, the introvert awareness has helped us
all to accept our differences and build on our strengths. I
believe the aspects of a healthy script are more achievable
with this new appreciation. We blend our strengths, giving
importance to each of our different styles; this means both
process (how we think about stuff and how we relate to
each other) and the content we work on together. I see the
improved results accomplished by our teamwork: first we
offer feedback, then we “chew on the material,” before
joining up again for the “next round” of collaboration.
Yippee for the introvert/extrovert advantages!
My renewed interest in introverts has also coincided
with the 2012 release of Susan Cain’s book Quiet: The
Power of Introverts in a World That Can't Stop Talking. A
major commercial success, this book has been critically
acclaimed and translated into 20 languages. As an introvert
herself, Ms. Cain took seven years preparing to speak
publicly on the subject, and eventually gave a wonderful
“Ted Talk” sharing the significance of her work. I
encourage interested readers to check it out.
A video of her talk is available online here, or by
searching for the keywords “ted talk susan cain”:
http://www.ted.com/talks/susan_cain_the_power_of_introverts.html .

For you introverts out there, this means you can enjoy
what she says from the comfort of your own computer. For
you extroverts, maybe it’s time to starting spreading the
word. “Vive la différence!”
Valerie Lankford is a C.T.M. and L.C.P.C. who lives and
works in the Baltimore, Maryland area. She can be
contacted at valerielankford@yahoo.com .
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THE TA ALPHABET
By Susan Clarke, DC

B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L

life, so our groups succeed
Dr. Susan Clarke will be launching
her book, a reference dictionary of
M is for Memorials listing the names, forwarding the
TA at the North Eastern TA
theory, playing fewer Games
Conference, NETAC 2012, in Leeds, N is for NIGYSOB, a most famous Game, later called
UK, on November 10. The book has
“ G otcha ”, updating the name
many leads for further study.
O is for Organizational Diagrams, a hefty idea, but what
A is for A0, all forlorn, no real
they do, is make groups clearer
Adult, just been born
P is for the five P’s, all of them needful, for leading, for
is for Berne, Eric MD; using ordinary words, he helps
teaching, and therapy successful
us be free
Q is for Quotients, Capers addition; the strokes we need
to maintain our position
is for Contracts, the boundaries of living, freeing the
spirit, allowing for giving
R is for Racket System, going round and around, beliefs
fantasies and feelings, we spiral down
is for Discounting, any and all, don’t think of the
issue – run into the wall
S is for Be Strong, with energy under stress, one of five
drivers, emotions show less
is for Egograms, a bar graph diagram, high or low
energy, shows how I am
T is for Transactions; from our ego states, send multiple
messages, crossed, ulterior or straight
is for Fairy Tales, archaic and old, a template for
living, daring and bold
U is for Ulterior Transactions, oh my, on the surface
quite ordinary, but under is sly
is for Games, we know how to play, but both of us
end up feeling not OK
V is for Victim; capital V and small, innocent or Gameplayer, the Victim holds it all
is for Hamartia, a fatal flaw script, a tragedy
unwinding; the hero gets ripped
W is for Withdrawal; one of six time structures, a place
we can go to, during long lectures
is for Intuition, takes you out on a wing, ignore at
your peril that vague sense of knowing
X is for Xenophobe and Xenophile; you hate your own
or hate others; either way you land – in a pile
is for James, writer emeritus, spreading theory
outwards, empowering all of us
Y is for Yes, But …! A despicable Game, with intent to
destroy the creative meme
is for Karpman, the dramaturge inventor, triangular
drawings as trouble preventer
Z is for Zalcman, with Erskine creator, the Racket
System diagram, an outcome dictator
is for Leadership; hunger and need, our structure for

Why TA?
by Kim McClelland
I use TA because it works! I would love together, we discovered an early decision to be the next
person in her family to die.
for TA to be in all therapists’ toolbox.
Her father died from a massive heart attack when she
The following story is just one example
was 10 years old. She felt that the pain of this loss was
of this powerful tool.
A client of mine recently celebrated unbearable and that her mother would have been happier if
she had been the one to die instead. She spent the following
one year free of cutting and hurting
herself. Prior to working with me, she 30 years punishing herself for living. When I suggested that
she could be well despite her mother, I offered more than
and her doctors were at the end of their ropes: her
permission to change her behavior – I offered permission to
psychiatrist had recommended electroconvulsive therapy.
live.
Before taking that step, however, he asked her to change
Today, she does more than live: she thrives. She has
therapists and to talk with me.
We met and I told her about TA. She now tells me that since started her own business, is working to get off of
disability completely, and gives back to the community. She
she thought that my very confidence in my ability to help
and in her ability to change made the difference. Turns out, has made great progress.
Thank you to Eric and all of those who followed him in
modeling of potency and confidence in a protective
cultivating this great therapy
environment were just what she needed. In our work
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Regional Report on TA in North America
by Vann S. Joines, PhD, Regional Representative
With regard to Canada, Tom Burton is planning to start a TA training program in Victoria, BC as he
has just now completed his TEW. Curtis Steel, MD, and Nancy Porter-Steel, PhD, are continuing to
promote TA in Halifax with a Psychiatry Residence program at Dalhousie University. Janice
Dowson is proposing a very small qualitative research project that combines TA and literature as
“Equipment for Living” to borrow a phrase from the rhetorician, Kenneth Burke (more about this in a
few months if her proposal is accepted). Although the Calgary TA Guild is taking a temporary break
in their meetings and activities, there are several very active TA practitioners there. Dawn McBride,
PhD, presented a workshop at the San Antonio Conference. Vince Gilpin still operates a small clinical practice in Ottawa
between enjoying semi-retirement and traveling to the Queen Charlotte Islands for fishing. Richard Erskine, PhD, is now
in Vancouver and has a small, advanced clinical consultation group there.
In the US, USATAA has instituted a three-tier training and certification sequence that can function as either an
alternative to ITAA certification or a preliminary step toward ITAA certification. The first level is training as a
Transactional Analysis Practitioner (TAP). The requirement is to complete a 12-hour course that covers the TA 101
information, followed by five additional two-day programs that cover the application of all the TA concepts learned in the
two-day course. The second level is Transactional Analysis Advanced Practitioner (TAAP) that requires an additional 50
hours of supervision of one’s work in TA. The third level is Transactional Analysis Practitioner Instructor that requires
being a TAAP, CTA, PTSTA or a TSTA and Co-Teaching two TAP certification programs with a certified TAP
Instructor. This training allows individuals in the US to begin using TA with recognition before completing all the CTA
requirements which many individuals in the US have no incentive for doing. We are hoping this will help to revitalize
interest in using TA in the US. The USATAA Council is very active in promoting TA in the US. Training in TA is
regularly being conducted by Pat Allen and Catherine O’Brien in CA; Janet O’Conner and Del Worley in Tucson, AZ,
Felipe Garcia in San Antonio, TX; and Vann Joines in Chapel Hill, NC.

Willard Thomas
Willard, 76, passed away on April 21, 2012. He had a
bachelor’s degree in journalism
from the University of
Oklahoma, Phi Beta Kappa, and
a master’s from the University
of Tulsa. Willard retired as a
major from the United States
Marine Corps with more than
20 years of service,
Chuck Holland writes, “For
decades, Willard was a student
of TA. He and his daughter
Laura were in the Dallas TAP
Willard Thomas
class. He was on the USATAA
South West Transformers team
for several years. His journalistic writing skills were
superb. For years he was published in newspapers,
newsletters, and had written at least one book. His
scholarly and innovative thinking on war and peace always
held my interest. He was published in our NET.” [Willard
wrote about his joyful experience at the Jamaica Gathering.]
“I think,” said Willard, “I learned enough from my TA
training to be a better husband, father, and grandfather.”

Barbara LittleHorse
Barbara LittleHorse, PhD, died July 22, 2012, after a brief
illness. A psychoanalyst who
questioned the “traditional”,
especially the “one up” status of
the analyst, she was known for
her commitment to TA and her
imaginative and sympathetic
therapeutic style.
Rosemary Napper writes,
“Barbara LittleHorse’s article
on script ‘Be Independent, Ha,
Ha’ and the dilemma for
modern career women remains
Barbara LittleHorse
for me one of the best articles
ever in the TAJ. I was
introduced to it in my first year of training and I always do
so when I now run a foundation year and it still has
profound resonance for trainees. When I went to the
Oaxaca conference I was amazed to meet her in the
swimming pool! I had an image from her name and the
topic of a Pocahontas warrior woman!!!!!! I had the
opportunity to tell her how significant her writing was for
me and for many British women. I am glad I met her.”
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Seventeenth USATAA Winter Gathering
January 26 – February 2, 2013
Frenchman’s Cove, Port Antonio, Jamaica
A Gathering is a conference that combines retreat, learning, natural
beauty, and warm friendships in a self-organizing community.
Fee: $750 USD includes 7 nights stay, breakfast, luncheon on the beach, 1 evening
meal, gratuities, conference registration, and 2013 USATAA membership.
Continuing Education Credit available through NBCC, APA, ASWB/ACE at nominal cost.
We meet each day for a week; present our ideas,
research, and techniques; explore our next steps
in personal development; and relax in the charm
and warmth of Frenchman’s Cove, a classic
Jamaica property dotted with villas by the ocean
and a comfortable air conditioned Great House.
Prior knowledge of Transactional Analysis is not
required.

Arrival day Jan. 26. Departure Saturday Feb. 2.
Meeting begins 10:00 am Sunday Jan. 27.
For information contact Dianne Maki
at makisethi@aol.com, 908-234-1873
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$50 deposit due Oct. 15, balance due Dec. 1.
Credit card form by request
REGISTRATION FORM
Name: ............................................................................................................................
Address: .........................................................................................................................
Phone, Home: ...............................................................................................................
Phone, Work: .................................................................................................................
E-mail: ............................................................................................................................
Accommodations: Prefer Great House.......... Prefer Villa ........... Extra Nights @ $85 .................
My roommate is ...........................................................................................................................................
Accommodations may be arranged for several days before or after the Gathering upon
request. Make check payable to USATAA-Jamaica Gathering and send to:
Ravi Sethi, 110 Daly Road, Far Hills NJ 07931 USA.
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The NET is Going Digital
The NET is switching to a digital format that we will deliver directly to your e-mail. If you would like to
continue receiving a printed version of the NET, we will be glad to send one to you. Please cut out the form
below and mail it to: c/o Emily Keller, 4514 Taylors Bend, San Antonio, TX, 78247.
I would like to continue receiving a print version of the NET, in addition to the electronic version.
Name: _______________________________________________________
Business: _____________________________________________________
Address: ______________________________________________________
City: __________________________ State: ______ Zip Code: __________

More Ways to Stay in Touch
Join our Facebook group: United Transactional Analysis Association, or like our page.

NEW ADDRESS
USATAA - NET
7881 Church Street, Suite F
Gilroy, CA 95020
Address Correction Request

First Class Mail
Save the Date
Jamaica Gathering

Jan 26 – Feb 2, 2013

